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Dear Sponsors, Delegates and Tanzanian Diaspora in the
U.S.A,
We wish to extend our thanks to everyone who attended our DICOTA
2014 Convention held in Durham from October 2nd to 5th 2014. Our
special thanks also go to our esteemed 102 individuals who took their
time to give us very useful feedbacks through this survey. As always the
participants for the convention included Tanzanian from all over the
United States and Tanzania, friends of Tanzania, Sponsors, DICOTA
leadership and North Carolina Steering team.
The 2014 DICOTA Convention, organized by the Diaspora Council of
Tanzanians in America (DICOTA) and the Union of Tanzanians in North
Carolina (UTNC). Within one week following the Convention, DICOTA
conducted an online survey requesting feedback from convention
participants, in order to enhance future conventions and activities.
DICOTA sent two separate surveys, one for Tanzanian sponsors and
participants who live in Tanzania and the other one for Tanzanians living
abroad in the Diaspora.
Survey participants provided their opinions on the overall satisfaction
with the Convention, selection of the convention city, hotel and type of
service needed for the convention. Timely advertisement of the
convention and reaching out majority of the prospective delegates are
the ones of the key inputs DICOTA received.

Thank you all!
http://www.dicotaus.org
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PARTICIPANTS AND SPONSORS ATTENDING FROM
TANZANIA
The convention survey were sent to 55 participants who attended from Tanzania, 22 completed the survey with
around 50% response rate. The responses of survey are reported as follows:

How did you learn of the 2014 Convention?
Seventy three percent of convention delegates from Tanzania participated as delegates, 41% as sponsors, and
23% as presenters (note: they could select more than one category). Participants were asked how they learned
about the convention. Half (50%) of the delegates learned about the Convention from a Tanzanian government
official or public notice, followed by 32% who had attended a previous convention, 23% learned about the
convention from a friend, 14% through social media (blogs, including DICOTA’s Facebook, twitter, and website),
and 9% learned about it through the Embassy of Tanzania in Washington DC (See the pie chart below).

Motivation for convention attendance
When asked what motivated them to attend the Convention, 55% each went to the convention to network with
Tanzanians in the Diaspora and promote their product, 50% attended to recruit potential employees, another 41%
each went to look for US investment partners or received
a directive from their work superior, and 36% to support
DICOTA’s mission to provide a link between Tanzania
and the US.

Convention Sponsorship
Of the 22 participants from Tanzania, half sponsored the
convention, 27% could not afford to, and another 23%
didn’t have enough time to authorize sponsorship funds.
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Satisfaction with overall convention
The majority of convention attendees were very satisfied (77%) with the overall convention event, 9% were
somewhat satisfied, and 14% were neutral. No one was dissatisfied with the convention (See the bar graph
below)

Was the convention worth the registration fee you paid?
Of those who attended, 82% felt that the registration cost was “completely fair and worth it,” and 14% of the
participants thought it was okay. Five percent of the participants thought the cost was too much.

Level of communication between DICOTA and participant’s organization
Of those who attended, 75% rated DICOTA’s communication with their organization as “excellent,” 15% as
“good,” and 10% as fair.
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Ability to discuss the organization’s product with convention attendees
When asked how satisfied they were with their ability to discuss their organization’s product with attendees at
the convention, 73% were very satisfied, 23% were somewhat satisfied, and one participant (5%) was somewhat
dissatisfied.

Diaspora Department’s Coordination in Tanzania, at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and International Corporation
The majority of participants (68%) were very satisfied with the Diaspora Department's Coordination in Tanzania,
18% were somewhat satisfied, and 14% were neutral. No one was dissatisfied.
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES
(Note: Same or similar comments appear more than once)

If you had to pick one thing that was most helpful, valuable, or impactful to you
at the 2014 DICOTA convention, what would that be?
Commitment on the part of the DICOTA team.
During presentation of the proposed new Tanzania constitution.
It helps to expand Tanzanian ideas and creativity in different opportunities available.
Network and new ideas (repeated twice).
Opening remarks of the Chief Secretary.
Teamwork among the organizers.
Commercial banks' commitment to ensure the Diaspora supports Tanzania's
development by saving with Tanzanian banks.
Investment opportunity.
The helpful and valuable thing which I felt was getting a chance to express my
feelings and share my words.
Presence of Tanzanian leaders and good influence DICOTA has in Tanzanian
government.
Opportunity to share business opportunities about real estate in Tanzania.
Understanding the potential of diaspora members in bringing change to Tanzania in terms of attitude and
investments that are meaningful for the country.
Feedback I received about my product.
The local committee was excellent.
Meeting and directly addressing the concerns of an individual on
matters that happen to be directly within my jurisdiction in the
Ministry of agriculture. I am aware that having the chance to meet
such an individual on a timely manner in Dar would have been
insurmountable. As potentially unbelievably this may sound, it was
also a chance to meet quite informally with my boss, the Chief
Secretary.
The Love.

As a sponsor/ delegate from Tanzania, what suggestions do you have for DICOTA
in improving future convention(s)?
 Early preparations and timely media coverage.
 Tanzanian Diaspora in US needs to communicate with Tanzania institutions about investment
opportunities available through DICOTA delegates/members and look for investors from US for
Tanzania development.
 Many Tanzanians wished to attend the convention but they failed due to the problem of visa, so I would
like to request the management to see the way how they can help those people who have already paid
entrance they lack visa to attend.
 More time should be offered to main speakers and for discussion to make sure every issue is thoroughly
presented and discussed (repeated twice).
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 Based on the amount of sponsorship, allocate tables for sponsors
preferential for higher value sponsors.
 Keep working.
 It is better to have few things in the timetable, which are discussed
thoroughly well. Otherwise allocate more days for the Convention.
 Increase interaction between USA/TZ investors.
 Spreading awareness amongst members.
 Breakdown the sponsors packages to give platform for sponsors to
showcase their product and services.
 The conference has to take place each year.
 Continue to encourage success and experience sharing.
 Try to encourage opportunities sharing such us job opportunities.
 TRA issues should be allocated more time so that we can educate members of the diaspora better and it
should be done in the plenary and NOT break away sessions which makes others not to benefit.
 Being a sponsor that brings a product from Tanzania, I would like to see more delegates from Diaspora
so that I can have more audience to promote my product.
 Please give us more advance notice and time to prepare.
 Float your intent/request as early as possible.
 I noticed that most of the sponsors were from TZ, I would advise that you solicit sponsors from US. I
believe as Tanzanians leaving abroad and with good jobs you guys can sponsor your own event.
You be the changes you wish to see in TZ, generate funds that will operate independently without the
help of government. Most people want nothing to do with the government therefore reduce the level of
involvement that DICOTA currently has with key officials in the government. Work with them but do
not depend on them. Show the way, Lead in such a unique way that will make people run to you instead
of you pulling them in. Unless you create distinctions between you and other organizations, many will
remain puzzled of what DICOTA is. You can do it! I know you are young but you have such a good
ground to stand on now move on. You are 5 years old but act like 18, pure teenagers, dream dreams,
make decisions and count yourself 25 act on your decisions independently. Mine are only hopes. Then
let’s all grow to be wise men and women in our 120 years old.

Feel free to leave any other comments,
suggestions, or questions.




I would like to appreciate all DICOTA leaders for the
hard work you did to make the DICOTA
CONVENTION 2014 successful.
Help people to get visa.
A strong and sustainable DICOTA should have its own
reliable investment such as schools, houses for renting,
farms and others to mention just a few, so that it may
stop or reduce financial over dependency in some years
to come so that it can be able to run its affairs or
activities freely without depending much from other
sources. All in all I congratulate all Leaders for
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organizing that wonderful CONVENTION in
Durham city, again I take this opportunity to
congratulate Mr. President (Dr.Ndaga) for being
re-elected as DICOTA President and all new
leaders 2014.
A stronger and sustainable DICOTA should
have several investment which will enable it to
have its own fund for running its activities
including conventions so that it may stop or
reduce overdependence on income e.g.
DICOTA can run schools, English courses in
Tanzania, houses for rent in TZ and others to
mention just a few.




I enjoyed the Nyama choma (Roasted meat –
BBQ) event, except for the fact it was nippy (cold).
Masanja was delightful in his own unique way and served as a high point during his sessions.
If we could get the DVD of both opening remarks and plenary session that had banks presentation would
appreciate.
Pictures (still) that we could use for our other communications will be appreciated.
Congratulations for a work well done and coordinated.
The meeting was awesome. Keep it up! Give more chance for TZ investors to meet US investors.
Will love to be a part again and again, just keep on updating us beforehand.
Members should mention their areas of interest to incoming Tanzanians from Tanzania so that we can
understand better their objectives.
We had a lot of activities of importance which were shared on break away sessions of which I do believe
they would have been useful to be shared to the rest of the members.
DICOTA should also drive bringing tourists and other foreigners to invest in the country as links.
Excellent Event. Kazi nzuri sana (Great, job well done).



This was the first DICOTA convention I attended, but most certainly NOT the last.
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PARTICIPANTS AND SPONSORS ATTENDING FROM THE
DIASPORA

How did you learn of the 2014 Convention?
Sixty one percent of the 80 Diaspora participants participated as delegates, 41% as Convention organizers, 8% as
sponsors, 11% as presenters, and another 9% as sponsors (note: respondents could select more than one category).
When asked how they learned about the Convention, the most common responses were: (1) had attended a
previous convention which was the case for the majority of Diaspora participants (57%); (2) through the internet
and social media (38%); through the local Tanzanian community “jumuia” (35%), and through a friend (23%)
(See the pie chart below).
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Motivation for convention attendance
When asked what motivated them to attend the Convention, the top five
reasons were to:
(1) Network with other Tanzanians in the Diaspora
(2) Meet government officials and business leaders
(3) Look for investment opportunities in Tanzania
(4) Support DICOTA’s mission to provide a link between Tanzania and
the US
(5) Listen to the Keynote Speaker, Chief Secretary Ambassador Ombeni
Sefue

Satisfaction with overall convention
The majority of convention attendees were very satisfied (68%) with the overall convention event, 25% were
somewhat satisfied, 4% were neutral, one participant (1%) was dissatisfied and another one (1%) very dissatisfied
(See the bar graph below).

Was the convention worth the
registration fee you paid?Of those
who attended, the majority (72%) felt that
the registration cost was “completely fair
and worth it,” close to a quarter (22%) of the
participants thought it was okay. Four
percent of the participants thought the cost
was too much, and one participant (1%) said
they’d be willing to pay more for the
convention package.
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Importance of various Convention entities in deciding to attend (regardless of
topic)
Convention participants were asked to rank the importance of various logistical elements in deciding to attend the
DICOTA convention. The top five most important logistical entities in order of importance were:
(1) Geographic location
(2) Entertainment
(3) Length of convention
(4) Ease of transportation/
parking
(5) Presence of exhibits/
products

Top five ranked sessions
Participants were asked to rank all
plenary and breakout sessions, in
order of interest and helpfulness.
The top five were:
(1) The Keynote Speaker, Chief
Secretary Sefue
(2) Social Program
(3) Keynote Speaker for day two, Ambassador Amina Salum Ali
(4) Updates on the Constituent Assembly, by Mr. Kadari Singo, DICOTA representative to the Constituent
Assembly
(5) Testimonies from Tanzanians in the Diaspora; and Breakout Session on Customs, Export/Import,
Insurance tied in top five

How likely are you to attend this event again?
Most (95%) respondents
would very likely or
somewhat likely consider
attending the convention
in the future. The majority
of the participants (77%)
in the Diaspora expressed
interest in being involved
in
future
DICOTA
activities as volunteers.
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Suggestion for next location
Participants were asked for suggestions on the next city for the DICOTA convention. Several didn’t specify a
city, and suggested instead a place with a large presence of Tanzanians or where there was strong relevance to
Tanzania and issues affecting the Diaspora. Those who did name cities were most likely to suggest the following,
in order of frequency for the top three:
(1) Dallas
(2) Atlanta
(3) Houston and New York City
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES
Any other comments
Transparency on elections for DICOTA leaders should be given
first priority.
Please make it very simple I real like to see more time next year
for the panelist than seminars from Government official but also
we need to have more time.
Q&A session which was missing this convection.
All in all you guys did a wonderful job but we just need to reach
out for the other Tanzania who feel like DICOTA is for a certain
professional group of people by transforming leadership
appearance by including every professional level.
I learned more about DICOTA. It was very successful to me.
Excellent team work. If elections coincide with convention, offer candidates a
platform to address the audience even if it is 1-3 minutes each. Not everyone that
paid a conference registration wanted to be a member, so give pool option to opt in
or out of membership when registering. Be clear about membership rules. If I buy
a convention registration that includes membership but then transfer my
conference registration to another person, who is the member? Is the membership
aspect of conference registration transferable?
Some presenters were given a lot of time to complete their presentations. However,
during break-out sessions, there was very little time and people were frustrated. It was hard to see people
presenting for 6 minutes, so basically, there was no discussion. Participants seemed to have questions
but it was already time for lunch. Allow more time and maybe, you can have less people presenting.
Otherwise, the sessions I attended, "developing diasporans through
education and training" and "investment & land ownership" were
very good, lots of fun and full of useful information.
The internet was bad at the hotel. Try to find a place where there is
good connection.
DICOTA 2014 was a great success!
We should encourage more investment opportunities in Tanzania,
particularly in Agriculture, Food processing industries, Education,
Science and Technology.
Let us have more discussion during the conference with our guest.
I strongly recommend documenting all processes/procedure to prevent reinventing the wheel every time.
Also picking the top 3 topics ideas from the previous questions is mis-representing the facts since one
could only accurately rank sessions they attended. Furthermore, we need to raise funds in order to plan
ahead and increase attendance.
Kudos to everyone in NC who participated in one way or the other. While the hotel staff did their best, I
thought the bartender was a bit rude, may be tired and not happy at all.
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More time for the Keynote Speake rs.
Team work, team work delegate let everyone own it
Create more awareness to the community.
I encourage that the leadership style of the North
Carolina group be emulated (copied) in future
conventions. It was awesome.
As part of DICOTA leadership I would like to see that
we pick up pace on recruiting membership; give
opportunities for our current members to be more
engaged (put them into committees and subcommittees to
work).
We need to do more of the walking. First, DICOTA needs to invest on infrastructure (WebEx). This is a
powerful tool to have, for one; we can start hosting
webinars on different topics and invite diaspora to
present in the area of expertise. For Instance, my
friend Kutina has been an HR director for over 15
years, we can invite her to host resume webinar.
Also, we have Agnetta and Prof. Idassi who are
willing to teaching people on how to write grants
and I am sure they will welcome the idea. Or we
can ask members who want to share topic that will
be beneficial for other diasporans. I am willing to
facilitate and build this process with the DICOTA
leadership. Reasons to build this platform: - engage other diaspora - once we invest in application, there
is not much to organize. -instead of waiting for conventions, we can start doing the walking - build
bridges within and outside US ( - best to share knowledge and it doesn't have to be in convention Network online -it is best investment return for our current DICOTA members -We can cross train with
our counterparties in Tanzania and other diasporas. Another suggestion, is we can introduce DICOTA
scholarship foundation and may be mentoring program.
I congratulate the DICOTA for their courage to listen,
involve, and implement changes to improve DICOTA
image and effectiveness.
We need to improve in the communication area.
I will write you a 3-page letter very soon.
VERY GOOD.
Well organized. DICOTA needs to advertise its convention
in local Tanzania communities in US in order to attract
more participants.
DICOTA should work hard to make sure participants get
good deal in hotel discounts. The venue should
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always be close to shopping centers to enable those delegates
who come from Tanzania to have an easy access to buy gift for
love ones.
Big up to LUNDA.
I think this Convention went very well and so far I have not
talked to anyone who was disappointed. But I was disappointed
by one thing. Meck Mbwana was supposed to be introduced
personally to the community. I noticed a few people knew who he
was. We should embrace such people because you never know,
they may end up to be the biggest supporters of DICOTA in the
future behind the scenes. One person complain to me why he was
not invited, I told him he was actually there and I do not know
how they missed that. His PUKU is a big deal business and good
invention that we all need to show him support and to let him
know that we know him. I learned long time ago investment like that
(Acknowledging a person) can pay a big deal in the future. He can play a big part in the community.
Cut Down political speakers.
Engage more Tanzania communities in Local areas to feel more connected with DICOTA through their
leaders.
Great comment. Make sure wherever we go there is a credible local jumuia with strong leadership.
Coordinate with embassy and start planning early.
Excellent Convention.
GREAT JOB! Since this was my first attendance I was very impressed with the amount of thought that
was placed in planning, layout, speakers and the goals of the council.
Good job.
Keep this fire burning! This fever is contagious!
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Suggestions for improving future conventions
 Define the audience for the convention and other things will follow into place.
 I was impressed by the level of organization. I thought the
election process should be improved. Sure, time is very
limited but shouldn't we (members) get the chance to hear
the difference between those who are running? I also
thought some topics or presenters were given a very limited
time compared to others. In my view someone explaining
the state of our nation's economy should probably get an
ample time to Q&A as opposed to someone explaining the
difference between Tanzanian citizenship and an official
from the World Bank. Also, while I understand it is costly
to attend and arrange these conventions the truth is the
turnout is still very low compared to our neighboring
countries of Uganda and Rwanda. And unfortunately (may
be fort unately for some), the gathering is more of educated people instead of getting every Tanzanian
diaspora.
 Need more time for Speakers to speak in the Breakout Sessions.

Timing, the earlier the better.

Promotion of the conference.

Improving the marketing strategies to get more
sponsors.

Not to allow onsite registration unless there was no
other way to make the registration process easier.

Having it for two days instead of three days to cut
the cost of planners and delegates.

Let the presenters know ahead of time that they are
only allowed so much time and to make their presentations brief.
 Focus more on how to improve the welfare of people here
in US first.
 Location and nice hotel 3 stars and above.
 Brief delegates from Tanzania regarding time constrains
during their presentations at DICOTA conventions.
 Marketing and reaching out more of our communities to be
involved in the organization and the convention.
 Inviting political or economic heavy weights this was a
good progression.
 Need more time, at least 3 full days.
 Overall the convention was great. One suggestion that can
be considered is to give more time for Q&A in breakout
sessions (panel moderators can be encouraged to facilitate
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this part). In sessions I attended, the panel members had very interesting
topics but didn't get time to engage/elaborate more in discussion after the
initial statements from each panel member.
Recruitment from sponsors or other companies.
Write down responsibilities/have a guideline for each appointed
committee.
Our first session breakouts pilot was executed successfully but we need
to be organized with time.
Conduct a session to presenters on what is expected as far as their
deliverables/time...etc.
Openness.
Aggressively continue to involve local communities, identify and/or locate young professionals who are
not participating yet and give them a reason to be part of DICOTA.
Establishment of regional community-led sub-conventions culminating to the annual convention.
Stay away from politics as much as you can.
We need to have a database for Tanzanians professionals/ business owners. This can both used as a
resource for government as they need to build capacity in various sectors. It can be used as a Network
platform for those of us who desire to be connected.
Find hub location that would be cheaper for most diasporans to travel to.

More days or less topic for few days. This event
was packed.

Consider Muslim role in DICOTA.

Either choose fewer presenters or add time to all
presenters.

More openness on the way the election is
conducted.

DICOTA should reveal its financial status. What we
earn and what we spend.
There should be like sports events like the one we did in Chicago and Minneapolis. There should be one
year gap before the next convention like the next one should be in 2016.
Smaller break-out panels to allow more interaction.
Involve local communities, you need real diversity.
Speakers send abstracts.
To have a major convention theme. (e.g. Next convention
should be in Minneapolis and the theme is tourism i.e. all
field related with, within US and from Home to consulted and
invited.)
Involve every member of the community in the local
committee to participate in planning. So, no one is left
behind. Everyone will be in the same page. Registrations will
increase for local.
Time management and sessions that are relevant.
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 Bring more participants from the Asian origin even Somali origin.
 Continue to show value on participation to these conventions. Get
the right keynote speakers and presenters.
 The day ended late and began too early. I would like to see a
longer break, between the end of day sessions to the beginning of
night events. Allow time for older folks to catnap :-)
 Bring local (living here in US) Tanzanian entertainers to entertain
during the convention as part of promoting local talent.
 More English spoken. I don't know Swahili.
 Time given to presenters should be at least 25 min.
 Cut down the cost will encourage and increase members and nonmembers.
 I was very impressed with the overall quality.
 Direct marketing and engaging local Tanzania communities and their leaders.

Probably approaching them to be part of organizing
team at National level, particularly in marketing tea.

Good location with strong local committee.

Create a strategic marketing team like Ugandans Make Tanzanians come and bid on where the next
convention should go e.g. By the time people leave NC
they should have an idea of where the next convention is
going to be. So on the last day of convention we could
have let’s say people from Iowa come in with their t-shirts
saying next convention "Iowa" then themes and logistics to
follow. This is a borrowed e.g. from other diaspora. It really helps maintaining the momentum and
reduce unnecessary ranting and ravings. -Also by having a marketing team handy, inapunguza (reduces)
headache yetu (our) running around at the last minute nani aende wapi kufanya nini (who will go where
and do what?). - WEBMASTER- jamani (folks/everybody) (this should be given a number one priority.
Our website inasikitisha (not pleasing), bado ina (still have) story za miaka ileeee (old stories). As things
are happening we should have a 24 hours person updating the website. Even if it means alipwe (get
paid). Thanks to Ndaga with all the efforts ila anahitaji msaada
(needs help). – Luckily Ngai alikuwa (happen to be a) local
member NC, I credit the success of this convention to her. Having a
local marketing team on the ground will reduce headache. Let’s
have a Convention Chairman/ Lady apart from EC na (and) Board
na (and) Planning Committee huyu atoke (should be from) state
ambapo (where the convention will be taking place) mkutano
unaelekea. Thankfully we had the support of Mwenyekiti wa
(chairperson of the) UTNC NC.
 It is my understanding that other/ some viongozi wa jumuiya
hawapo (other Tanzanians Community leaders are) supportive na
(with) DICOTA. Meanwhile as we continue to engage them and
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educate them we need that one person who gets it, it will life much
easier. - Naomba tuwe tunajua Wanamuziki na (let’s have a
knowledge of musicians or) any other entertainers watakao (who
will) attend mkutano mapema (the convention much earlier) like 3
months before. This will help in advertising and will entice people
more. No more surprises when it comes to musicians. Some of us
come to these conventions just to hear them wala hatuna habari za
kuongea (we are not interested in) business or what not.
 Avoiding too many presentations at one time. Arrangements should
be considered depending on the sensitivity of the topics.
 I think you should try to reach out for all Tanzania diaspora in
different level by using all Tanzania communities around the States
by educating Tanzania what is the role of DICOTA for them. Because most people label DICOTA as an
organization for upper class Tanzanian professionals not for the average Tanzania immigrants.
 Better venue and sufficient time for sessions.
 Improve on forging partnership between US and Tanzania.
 Give more time to presenters who themselves have spent time preparing their presentations.
 More people to attend.
 Continue to improve the registration process. Need a solid way to collect, pay and track in and out flows
of funds onsite.
 Early advertisement of convention.
 More time for presenters, good internet connection, keeping time, reduce the number of presenters so
that each can have sufficient time to present and discuss issues.
 Give adequate time for presentations.
 Providing Guidance to presenters to make sure their presentations are in line with the theme of the
convention.
 Being a sponsor, I felt very let down by the organizers because I felt my company was not recognized.
 DICOTA leaders should spend less time talking and let invited guests and other people do the talking
 At the end our conventions we should have assignments.
 Contribution of more financial resources.
 I have attended all DICOTA conventions and they seem to be pie in the sky topics. Most Diaspora
members have no funds to invest or to start business in
TZ but they have skills they have acquired that can be
useful to a lot of organizations in TZ. They just don't
know which organizations need those skills. If DICOTA
can focus its efforts on being a career center where they
bring companies that are looking for qualified candidates
who are plenty then a lot of us would attend. In fact they
conduct interviews at the convention and hopefully hire
some of us who are self-educated and want to go back
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home but don't have the funds to start a business we just need jobs that can sustain us.
 Dialogue and more inquiry to the guests during the conference.
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